ABSTRACT

Saputri, Tiyas. The Application of Mathematics Bilingual Classroom in SBI (Sekolah Bertaraf Internasional) program at SMA Khadijah Surabaya. A Thesis Submitted as Partial Fulfillment of the Requirements for the Sarjana Degree of the English Department Faculty of Letters Airlangga University Surabaya.

This study concerns the application of SBI (Sekolah Bertaraf Internasional) program in Mathematics bilingual classroom at SMA Khadijah Surabaya. The writer identified the problems that the teacher faced in teaching Mathematics in English related to SBI program. Furthermore, the writer also identified the application of teaching Mathematics at SBI program. In the process of data collection, the writer used survey research approach by doing observation and recording. The writer observed and recorded Mathematics' teaching activity in four meetings. To complete the data, the writer also conducted an interview with the respondent. After analyzing all the data, the writer then found that the problems faced by the teacher involved several factors like the textbook, media and time allocation. Because of these problems, the teacher admitted that she could not teach Mathematics in English based on SBI program optimally. Furthermore, in applying the SBI program, the writer found that the teacher could not always teach Mathematics in English. The bilingual teacher preferred to use code switching that switched code from English to Indonesian. Then, the writer also found that the function of teacher’s code switching mostly appeared was repetitive function because she switched code from L2 to L1 in order to clarify meaning. The second function was affective function because she switched code from L2 to L1 in order to build solidarity and intimate relations with her students. The third was topic switch because she switched code from L2 to L1 in order to focus on the topic that is under discussion.
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